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STUDY OF THE DEUTERON STRUCTURE AT HIGH MOMENTUM (q = 2-3 fm"1)

A. BOUDARD (DPhN/ME, CEN Sac lay, FRANCE)

In a range of 2 or 3 fm"1 for the internal momentum of the deuteron,
the wave function la correctly described in termes of N-N potential with a
S and a D state. The physics is connected with the short range part of the
N-N interaction and more precisely with the t̂ensor which generates the 0
state. The D state probability remains uncertain. Even if this quantity is
strongly dependent of the model 1 > , values of 4.5% for the Bonn potential
to 6.8% for the Reid soft core potential (5.8% for the Paris potential)
reflects uncertainties in the detailed knowledge of the deuteron wave
function. The question of possible or NN* components should also modify
the conventional deuteron structure. More exotic components like hidden
color 6 quarks states will be seen as perturbations to the potential
description. It has been shown, for example by Kobushkin and Vizireva 2),
that a possible 6 quark state could suppress the minimum of the S state
density located conventionally in this momentum range. This point remains
controversial. In the calculations of Yamauchi and Wakamatsu •*) only a
shift of the minimum of Gg(Q) is produced.

The deuteron has been extensively studied by elastic scattering of
electrons. The electric A(Q) and magnetic B(Q) form factors haVe been
measured up to very high transferred momentum. The electric form factor has
been recently measured in our range of interest by a very precise
experiment done at the linear electron accelerator of Saclay 4). This
quantity is however a combination of the charge, magnetic and quadrupole
form factors. It is rather insensitive to the vanishing S state around 20
fm~2. To separate G0 from G2 it is necessary to use polarized particles and
I will describe such a measurement performed at Bates.

Fig 1: Electric form
factor recently measu-
red at Saclay (ALS)
(From Ref 4), The deco-
mposition in terms of
charge, magnetic and
quadrupole form factors
is also shown.
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To avoid confusion in the comparison with electron scattering, two
points should be kept in mind.

i) The form factors obtained from electron scattering are Fourier
transform of the deuteron r space density. This has to be compared with
*>.rp«»rintents like (p,2p) on (<?,o'p) on th«» dntiteron which are sensitive in



first order to the momentum apace density. The quantities are related, b>.,t
the observables are different.
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ii) The momentum Q transferred by the photon in electron scattering is
roughly twice larger than the internal momentum q involved in the deuteron.

An interesting problem is also open in this physics by the observation
at Oubna 5) and Berkeley 6) of an unexplained shoulder in the spectrum of
the forward protons produced in the inclusive breack-up of a deuteron beam
on a 12C target. This bump is observed above the prediction of the impulse
approximation for a momentum of the order of 1.75 fm"1 in the deuteron.
However, in (e,e'p) reactions on the deuteron in a quasi free e-p
scattering, such a discrepency is not observed in an exclusive measurement

This situation has reinforced the interest for complementary study of
the deuteron break-up at Saturne. I will describe inclusive measurements
which have been done in the last few years and an exclusive measurement
which has just begun this year at Saturne.

The basic idea of the deuteron breack-up is very simple. A deuteron
beam of momentum P<j is sent on a target. The deuteron is broken. The
neutron and the proton travel in the forward direction with a momentum
Pj/2. This means that they had no relative momentum before the collision.
This situation corresponds to q equal zero in the deuteron. With a
spectrometer, it is possible to identify and to count the protons emitted
at O° with a momentum larger than P<j/2. By a Lorentz transformation to the
deuteron rest frame, this momentum excess is related to the internal
momentum. The Lorentz invariant inclusive cross section should be
proportional to the deuteron q space density.

2

E d o do
- = K. - .d(q) (2)

2 dfl'
p dttdp

The cross section do/dO1 is a breaking interaction and K are numerical
and kinetnatical factors. The breaking interaction will be the N-M force for
an hydrogen target. The proton is supposed to be a spectator in the
process, it ia why this picture is better for a detected momentum above
Pd/2 than below. If the measured Lorentz invariant cross section is really
proportional to the Ueuteron density, it should be independent of the
nature of the target and of the energy of the deuteron beam.

To measure this inclusive break-up, we have used the spectrometer SPES
4 of the Lab. Nat. SATURNE. A dipole located after the target can split the
forward protons from the deuteron beam which is stopped at the entrance of
the spectrometer. The protons are detected by wire drift chambers at a
final focussing 32 meters down stream. Two hodoscopes of scintillators
located at the intermediate focussing and at the final focussing provide
the trigger and a very powerful time of flight measurement on a base of 16
meters. This time of flight eliminates the deuteron background for the
small detected momentum. At the larger momentum, it is complemented by 4
plastic Cherenkov counters. All the system provides a very clean proton



identification and a momentum resolution of the order of 5 10~3. We have
uaed polarized deuteron beams of 1.25 GeV and 2.1 GeV on liquid hydrogen
and helium, 12C, titanium and tin targets8'.
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Fig 2: Experimental setup used in the exclusive break-up of the deuteron

The Lorentz invariant cross section of the inclusive break-up on a 12C
target is shown on Fig 3. The data of Dubna obtained at 7.2 GeV, the data
of Berkeley at 4.2 GeV and the Saclay data at 2.1 GeV present a shoulder
above the impulse approximation at a momentum q in the deuteron of the
order of 300 MeV/c to 350 HeV/c. The Saclay data decrease more rapidly than
the Dubna ones because the maximum possible energy for the forward proton
corresponds to a q value of 420 HeV/c for a beam of 2.1 GeV. The main
empirical conclusion is that this shoulder is observed at a fix value of q
for three incident energies in a range 2.1 GeV, 7.2 GeV.

On Fig 4 the results for various targets are shown for a beam of 2.1
GeV. The shape seems universal and the bump is observed independently of
the target nature. So, it is worth to think that this excess of counting at
JOO - 350 MeV/c is related to the deuteron itself.

He have also measured the tensor analyzing power T2o with the
polarized deuteron beam. This observable shown on Fig 5 is rather
independent of the target nature. The data taken on hydrogen at 1.25 GeV
are also extremely similar. This independence is not surprising if we
consider Chat the T2Q is given to first order by a geometrical effect due
to the deuteron shape. This simple geometrical model leads to the
expression:

T =
20

uj(q) *
(3)
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Fig 3: Break-up cross section Fig 4: Break-up cross section
on 12C at various energies. on various targets at 2.1 GeV.

However this crude approach predicts an absolute minimum not observed
in the data. Even a component up to 5% (a more accepted one should be
•0.5% ) does not give a good fit. A six quark component used in the
analysis of the Dubna experiment (4%) and with an ad oc phase with the
conventional component can fit the data. It improves also slightly the
break-up cross section.

Fig 5: Analyzing power T20
for the inclusive break-up
on various targets at 2.1GeV.
Symbols for the targets are
the same as in Fig 4. The
calculations are obtained
from formula 3 (see Ref 8 and
9 for more details).

Nevertheless, better investigation of the reaction mecaniam has to be
done before any conclusion on the 6 quark nature of the bump.

An estimation of the rescattering has been computed by Perdrisat and
Punjabi 9) in the well defined case of the break up on an hydrogen target.
The model starts from the analysis of d(p,2p)n reactions done by Wallace
*°). Its a Glauber type calculation where 6 contributions are summed
coherently. Two of them are first order contributions (one scattering pp or
np) and correspond to the full impulse approximation. Four second order
graphs corresponding to a double scattering of•the target proton or to a
rescattering of the two fast nucléons are added coherently to the IA. The
calculation is non relativistic and the main ingredients are the Paris
deuteron wave function and the NN phase shifts taken from Arndt and on
•hell. The main uncertainty within the model is the poorly known np
interaction which is needed up to 1.4 GeV in the intégrales. On the cross
section the modification to the full impulse is very small (Fig 6) for the
two energies. The shoulder observed at 2.1 Gev for q of the order of 350
MeV/c is not at all given by roscattering effects. On T2Q the effect of
reseat ter ing is more dramatic. It could be due to uncertainties in the np
interaction especially in the spin flip part. A calculation without the



graphn involving a double np interaction has been done to test this
contribution. It gives a better account of the measured "V^O <Fi9 6 > -

Fig 6: Rescattering effects computed in Ref 9

We have two main critics to this calculation, the first one is that
the Glauber theory is in principle valid for small scattering angles, but
for inclusive data it is necessary to integrate on all possible directions
of the unobserved particles. The second critic is that n and delta degrees
of freedom are not considered.

Nevertheless, we can find arguments from the kinematics about these
contributions. On Fig 7 the excitation energy of the unobserved np pair of
nucléon* is plotted versus the q momentum. The basic process is here
supposed to be dp -> ppn even for an heavy target. It can be seen
immediately that the available energy is very different in the different
situations. At the shoulder, several n and delta can be produced at 4.2 and
7.2 GeV. A delta can just be excited at 2.1 GeV on 12C and the excitation
energy is even below the n threshold for the dp -> px. So the role of
produced delta or n should not be a trivial explanation for the nature of
the shoulder.

However in the exclusive reaction d(e,e'p)n no deviation is observed
to the standard deuteron wave function 7) (Fig 8). This makes questionable
the conclusion of a relation to the deuteron itself. It is necessary to
investigate in more details the role of n and delta, and to compute in a
more sophisticated way the graphs with two interactions.

From the experimental point of view, it is possible to study the basic
dp -> ppn process by doing coincidence experiments. In addition to the
cross section, it is also possible to add polarization observables.
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Fig 7: Excitation energy of the Fig 8: Momentum density meas-
unobserved pair np Ref 9). ured in d(e ,e 'p )n Ref 7).

The layout of the experiment recently done a^ Saturne1 ̂  is shown on
Fig 9. The polarized deuteron beam of 2 GeV is sent on a liquid hydrogen
target. Two multiwire proportional chambers located at 1.5 and 3m from the
target measure the track of the alow proton. A trigger is done with a
mosaic of 28 scintillators giving an energy measurement of the proton up to
200 MeV, in coincidence with 7 DE scintillator counters. The kinematical
conditions are choosen so that the neutron is the spectator. The fast
proton is detected at 18° in the spectrometer SPES 4. Its polarization is
measured by a second scattering in the polarimetre POMME located at the
final focussing. This polarimetre uses the scattering on a thick carbon
bloc with the measurement of the incoming and outgoing tracks done by 6 XY
MWPC. The effective analyzing power has been previously measured from 200
MeV to 1.2 GeV with a polarized proton beam of known polarization12'. The
kinematic of the reaction is fully determined by the tracks of the two
protons, the momentum measurement and the proton identification. Additional
quantities aa energy, energy lost, time of flight between the two protons
are used to reject the background.

With this system, it is possible to measure the exclusive cross
section and the vector and tensor analyzing powers Az and Aaz.

d5o d5oO
[l * A .pL z *z zz

/3]J

(P )p z

P + B .p .D
NN z Vz MM

1 * A .p
z z

'4 '
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X = U0(q)/u2(q)
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Fig 9: Experimental setup for the study of d(p,pp)n in exclusive
kinematics.

In this expression of the cross section, pz and pzz are the vector and
tensor polarization of the deuteron beam. In impulse approximation the
polarization of the fast proton (Pp) can be expressed as a function of the
NN polarization (PNN> and depolarization (DNN) parameters. The measurement
of this polarization allows to extract a new quantity B2 which can be
expressed in IA as a function of the momentum space S and D state wave
function*. The tensor analyzing power is a different function of the same
ratio X. The vector analyzing power brings no new information but can be
used as a test of the reaction mecanism. So this exclusive experiment will
bring basically three quantities, function of the deuteron momentum space
structure. Two of them will be sensitive to the S/D ratio. The various
redundancies will be used to check the corrections to the IA during the
theoretical analysis.

Th« sensitivity of Azz and Bz as a function of q is shown on Fig 10.
The difference between the Paris wave function and the Reid soft core gives
the sensitivity for a 1% change on the D state probability. The effect of a
6 quark component of 0.5% is also shown. A first run has been done in
April, and we could work with 5 109 deuterons per beam burst on a S cm
thickness target. It is feasible to obtain a statistical precision of 0.02
on hx .and Azz,. and O.OS to 0.08 on Bz from the fast proton polarization, we
have taken data for internal momentum between 30 and 4OO MeV/c. The data
•till to be fully analyzed shows on line substantial deviations from the IA
around 350 MeV/c.

With the electromagnetic interaction, the elastic scattering cross
section gives accès to the electric and magnetic form factors. By a
«•asurement of the tensor polarization of the recoiling deuteron, it is
possible to obtain additional informations on the three basic form factors:
GO charge, Gj magnetic and G% quadrupole.
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The t22 i« directly proportional to Gj2 and so doe* not provide new
information but can be used as a teat of the measurement of the deuteron
polarization. The t2o

 ia «specially interesting because it can be written
within very well controlled approximations as a function of x, ratio
between G0 and G2. This ratio is independent of the nucléon form factor and
so t2o will be especially sensitive to th* deuteron structure.

The setup of the experiment done at Bates13) is shown on Fig 11. The
electron beam of 65U, 750 and 8SO MeV have been sent on a liquid deuterium
target of 7 cm. This target could receive up to 30 uA due to a permanent
recirculation of the deuterium between the cell and the helium
refridgerator. The scattered electrons were detected by wire chambers after
a vertical spectrometer. The recoiling deuteron was detected in coincidence
in a fix beam line at 41*. Two dipoles and a dégrader could eliminate most
of the protons at the polarimeter target.

The measurement of the deuteron tensor polarization is done by a
scattering of the recoiling deuteron. After several studies of deuteron
scattering and break up carried out at Saturne, we have found that the best
reaction in the range 1OO - 250 MeV is the elastic scattering on hydrogen.
This reaction has appreciable analyzing powers with smooth dépendance with
incident energy. The recoiling deuteron has no vector polarization in the
limit of the one photon exchange. The t2o measurement La obtained by a flux



variation. This means a very good contrôle of the detection efficiency. But
the existence of angular bina in 0 where the analyzing power T^Q vanishes
provides a monitoring of the detection efficiency during the experiment
itself.

electron channel

OMIP'j
9O* vertical bend

- Intermediate FOCUJ Defection
" s and C dégrader

\

BIG SITE

deutefon channel

7cm LD, target

election
beam

Figure 11: Experimental setup used in the d(e,e)d measurement at Bates

The polarLmetre AHEAD designed for this purpose has been constructed
by the Canadian part of the collaboration. It is a large liquid hydrogen
target (20 cm) surrounded by two cylindrical wire chambers and E and DE
scintillator counters. Scattered protons and deuterons are identified and
the elastic scattering is measured in a range 30° to 160° . The polarimeter
has been calibrated at Saturne with deuteron beams of known polarization
from 100 MeV to 250 MeV.

Up to now the t2Q is only known at small momentum. The data
acquisition of the ed -> ed has been achieved by May 1988. The statistical
precision gives an error of 0.1 on t2o- Tne three measurements corresponds
to transfer momentum (Q) of 3.8, 4.2 and 4.6 fro"1. The final analysis is
however not fully done due to hard contrôles of systematic errors in the
measurement of the dejuteron polarization. We have however good chances to
obtain a final result in 1990.

To conclude; a shouder has been observed above the conventional models
of the.deuteron around 350 HeV/c in deuteron inclusive break up. Due to the
fact that this bump is observed independently of the beam energy and of the
target nature, it seems really due to the deuteron itself. A first serious
estimation of the reseat ter ing terms does not account for it and from
kinematical arguments, there is no trivial explanation coming from n or
delta production. Detailed calculations have to be done before any firm
conclusion on its nature can be drawn. The most bothering point is that
nothing is observed in d(e,e'p)n exclusive reaction.



A new experiment to study the excluaive break up with the strong
interaction and with many experimental constraints will probably give a
hard teat to any theoretical explanation
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ig 12: Polarimeter AHEAD designed to measure the deuteron tensor
xjlarization using the d-p elastic scattecinq.

The Bates experiment will provide the final information to separate
the three deuteron form factors up to Q equal 4.6 fro"1.

This gives good hopes to obtain a detailed knowledge of the deuteron
structure up to 2.5 fm"1 in a near future.
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